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I3ear Mr. Rosncr :

Winston Churchill was nearly 80 and in his second lerm as prime minister. One morning
he arrived at his olTice and got his daily brietlng. This was during the postwar calm ofthe 1950s.
The briefing otficer said iliere wasn't much to report. "There's just not much happening." he
.said. Churcliill replied, "Well, then, let's make something happen.''

Conservatives nowadays are showing a Churchillian disposition for action. 1 see it among
1 leritage members all over the country. They witness outlandish big-government .schemes being
liatched one after another, and they aren't about to w'aii for the cavalry^ to gallop in and save the
day. They mean to do something about it, to make something happen.

That's a healthy civic impulse, and it's on the rise. We see this not least of all in the Tea
Party protests that continue popping up across the nation — about which, more in a moment. I
encourage the Churchill mindset. To deploy it elTectivcly. though, we need to appraise the status
quo and choose our actions with strategic care.

Were CluirchiM's briefing otTiccr here today, he wouldn't tell us there isn't much
happening. There's all loo much happening. If you parse the passing show, you can see two main
tliemes unfolding simultaneously. The first theme is unreality. Today's political "leaders" are
indulging in the sort of upside-down, inside-out logic that made Lewis Carroll famous as a
fantasy writer.

Take a look: President Obama stages a dog-and-pony show^ at the While I louse and
exhorts Congress to enact its Paygo rules into law. "The Paygo approach." he said, "is based on a
very simple concept. You don't spend what you doit't have....This is the rule that families across
this countr)' follow every single day, and there's no reasoit why their government shouldn't do
the same." lie then listed live broad areas of taxing and spending that Paygo doesn't even cover.

I low about the spectacle of General Motors being Iransfomied into Governnienl Motors?
"What we are not doing, what 1 have no interest in doing, is running CiM." said the man who
presided over the government acciuisition of 60 percent of CM. A controlling interc.st in the
business, but no interest in controlling the business. Got that?

"fhe Obama health care reform proposal is a Christmas tree heaped all around with
fantastic promises: Everyone will have health insurance. All who choose to may keep their
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private coverage. Health care costs will fall. Quality of carc will rise. And all these bounties will
fall like potatoes from heaven, without higher taxes or budget deficits. Joy to the world.

Meanwhile, the House has rammed through a cap-and-trade bill (read "massive national
energy tax"). In the small hours of the morning, just hours before the vote, a 300-page
amendment was dropped into the 1,000-page bill. No one could possibly have read it, yet the bill
passed anyu-ay. The promised payoffs: No more dependence on foreign oil, a cleaner
environment and, as Nancy Pelosi crowed, "jobs, jobs. Jobs, and jobs!" All this in the midst of a
recession, mind you.

That, in brief, is the theme of unreality running through policymaking these days. There's
more, of course, but you get the picture. If that theme drags you down, the other should pick you
up, for it is a theme of awakening. It is anchored in reality and radiates a sense of- to borrow a
phrase - hope and change.

Adults are realizing that the children have opened up a land office, and they are not
amused. Recall President Obama's February address to Congress. "Yesterday, I held a fiscal
summit," he said, "where I pledged to cut the deficit in half by the end of my first term in office."
Many Americans beamed with gratitude, but not everyone was taken in. The New York Post
wrote: "The rhetoric soared and the oratory resonated.. ..But one of these days, the president's
rhetoric is going to collide with reality."

The collisions have already begun. The GEO just reported that under the Obama agenda,
the national debt will equal 82 percent of GDP by 2019, double what it was in 2008. This, said
the Washington Post, is "a reality check on [lawmakers'] tax and spending plans." We can
expect many such collisions between liberal dreams and reality.

The left's dream of nationalizing health care was smothered in its cradle by reports from
the CEO and others: Two-thirds of the uninsured would remain uninsured. More than 100
million people with health coverage at work could be dumped, like it or not, into the
government-run option. Cost estimates run to $1.6 trillion over 10 years, most of it borrowed. To
control costs, health care would inevitably be rationed by government fiat. How much would you
wager that quality of care will improve?

Instead of "jobs, jobs, jobs, and jobs," Heritage experts estimate that the cap-and-trade
bill will snuff out more than 1.1 million jobs and shrink the U.S. economy (GDP) by more than
$9 trillion. In his February address, the president claimed that households earning less than
$250,000 a year "will not see your taxes increased a single dime." But under cap and trade, their
utility costs would skyrocket, and the national debt would increase by more than $28,000per
person. A tax by any other name....

Polls show that the public who thrilled to the president's promises are waking up to what
he and the congressional liberals are really delivering. On economic issues, 74 percent of
Americans trust their own judgment more than that of the average member of Congress; 58
percent say the country is on the wrong track; 76 percent think the government will largely waste
the $787 billion "stimulus" money; 56 percent say business leaders, not government, will do the
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most to help the economy; only 17 percent think government spends more wisely than
bus inesses .

Meanwhile, Tea Party protests have spread nationwide, with major eruptions on April 15
(tax day) and again on July 4. They are protesting cap and trade, government takeover of private
industries, bailouts of mortgage defaulters, wasted "stimulus" spending, and government health
care. Mainstream media are ignoring all this, of course but the Internet is crackling with sites that
arc organizing protests and reporting results.

This is civic activism at its best, but the Churchillian impulse to make something happen
must be guided by a vision of what to make happen and how to do it. This is where institutional
leadership is crucial. Conservatives have spent much time and treasure building an infrastructure
of institutions, with Heritage ranking among the foremost.

Now is the time to make the most of what we've built. Conservative institutions can
choose between two strategic options: hunker down and wait for political opportunities to arise,
or prepare in ways that help create those opportunities. Heritage takes the latter course: We are
always in Churchill mode.

Our Fiscal Wake-Up Tour, which began in 2005, is waking Americans up to the realities
of the entitlement crisis. In city after city, we're educating state and local leaders, mobilizing
them to take action for sensible reforms. We don't offer glittering promises of Utopian miracles
now so fashionable in Washington. We're doing the hard, steady work of reviving a sense of
what is possible under principled government.

Our efforts have become more than timely in today's atmosphere of unprincipled
government. The Chrysler bailout is an appalling example: Holders of secured bonds had a
contractual right to be first in line for repayment. Instead, the White House ignored their rights
and gave preference to labor unions holding unsecured bonds, trampling on one of the pillars of
economic f reedom: the ru le o f l aw.

Institutions, and only institutions, can call our country back to its fundamental principles.
Heritage's Leadership for America campaign is a sustained call, and 1 am heartened by the
response. Since the beginning of the year, Americans have been joining Heritage at a rate of
about 10,000 per month; we now count more than 465,000 members, and the growth continues.

As more Americans awaken to the dangerous realities of the liberal agenda, more will
demand action and seek realistic alternatives. Your Heritage Foundation is here to provide those
altcmatives. We exist for no other purpose and couldn't possibly exist for a higher purpose. 1
deeply appreciate all you do to make our work possible. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edwin J. Feulner, Ph.D.
E J F / d t P r e s i d e n t


